Abstract -Multi-Agent System (MAS) can be used in emergency rescue in traffic monitor and aviation field ect.. It has been a hot spot about how to control the isomerous rescue robot team Multi-Agent System to finish the rescue task efficiently in the shortest time according to the task allocation based on the spot environment and existing resource now. In this thesis, a modified Multi-Agent task allocation algorithm based on auction is introduced, in the algorithm, robots act as agents to constitute the emergency rescue system, and it can realize the cooperation of Multi-Agent Robots to finish the rescue tasks with various of levels and kinds by the optimized task allocation.
I. Introduction
In recent years, Multi-Agent System (MAS) has become a hot spot in Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DIA), it has a vast potential for further development in the file of emergency rescue. For example, the environment changed quickly, and the aim-task is complicated, so multi-agent synergism can finish the task that single agent is hard to finish more quickly and efficiently [1] . To achieve multi-agent synergism rescue, the core problem to be solved is how to control isomerous rescue robot team Multi-Agent System to finish the rescue task effectively in the shortest time according to the task allocation based on the spot environment and existing resource. The way of task allocation mainly includes centralized model and decentralized model [2] . In centralized model, central agent decomposes and allocates the task according to present environment. In decentralized model, Gerkey designed a task allocation system, MURDOCH [3] . In the reference [4] [5] , Multi-Agent task allocation algorithm based on auction （ ABTA ） / （ ABGC ） was put forward to realize the allocation of task, this algorithm used the principle that the agent who find task auction. But by this way, the agents need to patrolling in the spot all the time. In the reference [6] , the optimal allocation based on the contact net was used, in this way of allocation, Manager agent is in charge of estimating the task, decomposing the task into multiple subtask, and surveilling the situation of task accomplishment. Bidder agent is in charge of bidding and finishing the task. But in this way of task allocation, Manager agent needs to allocate subtask according to the priority. In the serious fire spot, this way of task allocation can't realize finishing the whole task quickly. As the Multi-Agent rescue system is a mixed system including centralized model and decentralized model [7] , in this thesis, centralized model and decentralized model are combined, using Modified Multi-Agent task allocation algorithm based on auction to allocate the task, according to gather information of fire spot by the sensors, the wireless nodes deliver the information to the control center. If the control center inspects the occurring of fire, it will transmit the rescue agents to put it out.
Algorithm improvement, system design, experiment and data
Multi-Agent task allocation algorithm based on auction is introduced detailedly in reference [4] [5] [6] .To make sure the system gets the maximal profit and pays minimum cost, it must satisfy (1), E is the profit;
C is the cost . 
In this thesis, the Modified Multi-Agent task allocation algorithm based on auction is used, and applied to the emergency rescue. The task is the fire, and the agents are rescue robots. The auction agent is setting as the ControlCenter, it is invariable, and the information of the spot is inspected by the sensors and delivered by the wireless nodes. The Control-Center makes judgement on the situation of the spot. If the Control-Center finds the fire, that is the aim-task generates, it will announce that the auction begins; every rescue robot receives the estimation of the fire from the Control-Center before deciding whether to bid or not based on the condition itself; after the Control-Center obtains the bid information of rescue robots, it deals with the bid, chooses the suitable robots and teams, that is that the Control-Center has already chosen the suitable rescue robot team, at last the Control-Center publishes the bid information to every rescue robot, it realized the combination between the centralized model and decentralized model in Multi-Agent System. A is busy ,1 shows it is not busy.
P shows the property of the system in the present task , P includes two eigenvalues ,
PKind shows the property kind of the system in the present task , PLevel shows the level property of the system in the present task ,so there are two matrixes : 
PKind , PLevel and given algorithm, the result matrix R can be gotten, in this matrix, the Control-Center can get all the combinations of the rescue robot teams based on the bid information gotten. TKind , TLevel , TState are generated automatically by the Control-Center based on the information getting; the way of calculating PKind , PLevel , R are stated as follows : Definition Ⅰ: If the kind of the fire matches with the kind of the rescue robot, the product of corresponding element will be 1, if not, it will be 0. 
Definition Ⅱ: Supposing there is an m*n matrix A , defining 1/ A is an m*n matrix too, its element is the reciprocal of the corresponding element of the matrix A , that is: 
R PKind  ⊙ PLeve = 
The Control-Center can get all the possible combinations of the rescue robot team based on the result matrix R , its way of calculating states as follows: Definition Ⅳ: Supposing there is an m*n matrix A , defining iA （ 0 im  ）is an m*1 matrix , its elements is the i row elements of the matrix A ,that is:
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, and saves the result.
Then the Control-Center calculates other combinations of the rescue robot team again, and repeats the process of abovementioned until the combination is the same as the combination that has gotten. Finally the Control-Center publishes the result of the auction based on the principle of (1), the rescue robots that win the bid sign the contract with the Control-Center, and the auction is over. In experiment design, there are 8 rescue robots in the system, 2 of them equipped with foam extinguisher, and the level is 1 and 2; 2 of them equipped with carbon dioxide extinguisher, and the level is 1 and 2; 2 of them equipped with portable ammonium phosphate extinguisher, and the level is 1 and 2; the last equipped with metal dedicated extinguisher, and the level is 1 and 2. Supposing there are 4 fires in the spot, 2 of them are caused by solid matter, and the level is 1 and 2; 1 of them is caused by mental matter, and the level is 3; the last is caused by matter burning with electricity, and the level is 1. 
Analysis
T Result can be gotten based on matrix R , so the first combination of the rescue robot team can be gotten : A wins the bid.
Conclusion
In the algorithm, when different kinds of and levels of fires occur in the spot, the rescue robot team transmitted by the Control-Center can put out the fire efficiently and successfully. And it has been verified by the project.
The disadvantage of the research is that the kind and quantity of the combustible near the fires isn't considered, so the Control-Center can't forecast the tendency of the fires in the further to put out the fires more quickly and efficiently. 
